Motivated by the recent experimental realization of the Haldane model by ultracold fermions in an optical lattice, we investigate phase diagrams of the hard-core Bose-Hubbard model on a honeycomb lattice. This model is closely related with a spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic (AF) quantum spin model. Nearest-neighbor (NN) hopping amplitude is positive and it prefers an AF configurations of phases of Bose-Einstein condensates. On the other hand, an amplitude of the next-NN hopping depends on an angle variable as in the Haldane model. Phase diagrams are obtained by means of an extended path-integral Monte-Carlo simulations. Besides the AF state, a 120 o -order state, there appear other phases including a Bose metal in which no long-range orders exist.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, systems of ultracold atomic gases in optical lattices have attracted much attention. Since the systems have the high controllability and versatility, they provide us with a quantum-simulation platform for studying strongly-correlated systems in condensed matter physics, lattice quantum field theories, etc 1 . It is established nowadays that low-energy properties of interacting Bose gases in optical lattices are described by the Bose-Hubbard model 2 and its extension. The idea of quantum simulation by using ultracold atomic systems is also applied to theoretical models that have been regarded as only academic ones. Theoretical predictions for such models are expected to be observed by experiments on ultracold atoms. Recently, generation of artificial gauge fields in ultracold atomic systems in optical lattices was succeeded in the experiments by rotating/shaking optical lattices or by using laser-assisted tunneling 3, 4 . These techniques enable an experimental realization of the Haldane model with ultracold fermions. This model was introduced as a fermionic tight-binding model on a honeycomb lattice that breaks time-reversal symmetry without a net magnetic flux, and it exhibits interesting topological properties as a result of the nextnearest-neighbor (NNN) complex hopping term 5 .
In the present study, we consider a bosonic analog of the Haldane model, which is called Bose-HaldaneHubbard model (BHHM). A recent study reported its ground-state properties and low-energy excitations at unit filling 6 . In particular, we are interested in the hardcore boson limit where the on-site repulsive interaction U is very large (U → ∞). We call this model hard-core boson Haldane-Hubbard model (hard-core BHHM). In the previous works 7, 8 , we studied the dipolar hard-core BHHM by means of the extended Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation (see later section) and showed that the model has very rich phase diagrams. In this paper, we study the case in which the nearest-neighbor (NN) hopping amplitude is positive and the NNN hopping is complex depending on an angle φ. Generally, hard-core boson models can be mapped onto spin-1/2 models. The hard-core BHHM is closely related to the quantum spin-1/2 models on the honeycomb lattice. Positive hopping amplitudes in the boson model correspond to antiferromagnetic (AF) exchange couplings in the spin model.
Hard-core BHHM on a small lattice was studied by the exact diagonalization methods 9 . The result suggested that this model had a quantum-liquid state, named Bose metal (BM). The BM corresponds to a gapless spin-liquid state. However, the existence and nature of this state is not established yet. Therefore, it is interesting and also important to study the existence and nature of the BM in larger systems.
In this paper, we shall study the hard-core BHHM on the honeycomb lattice by means of the extended pathintegral MC simulations. As stated previously, we take the NN hopping amplitude positive in the present study. In order to study the maximum frustrated case, we also introduce a tunable phase in the NNN hopping such as J 2 e iφ with J 2 > 0. We shall clarify the phase diagrams in the two-dimensional (φ − J 2 ) plane, etc. Obtained phase diagrams of the BHHM shed light on the properties of the spin-1/2 frustrated AF-XY and AF-XXZ models on the honeycomb lattice. As we mostly consider the case of the half filling, various superfluid (SF) states appear in the phase diagram. Correlation of the phase degrees of freedom of the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) has a specific pattern in each SF. Therefore, the terminology of spin is useful to distinguish SFs, and we shall often use it.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the hard-core BHHM and the path-integral techniques using the slave-particle representation. An effective model is derived by integrating fluctuations in local density as in the previous works 7, 8 . The derived model has a positive-definite action and the MC simulation is applicable for it. In Sec. III, we explain the extended MC simulation by introducing a lattice in the imaginary-time direction. Section IV exhibits the re-sults of the numerical study. We first study the lowtemperature (T ) phase diagram of the BHHM with the vanishing NN repulsion and φ = 0. We show that for a small system, the obtained phase digram is in good agreement with that obtained by the exact diagonalization for the same system size 9 . However, we found that the phase diagrams have rather strong system-size dependence. Besides the expected spin-ordered states, there exists a state that seems to have no long-range orders (LROs), and we call that state BM as in the previous work. We also study the finite-T phase transition. The result indicates that the BM has no LROs. In Sec. V, we study the phase diagrams of the system with various φ. Introduction of a finite φ diminishes the frustration and stable phases form. Among them, a new phase that we call k = (−π/ √ 3, 0) forms between the AF and 120 o -order states. Finally in Sec. VI, we consider the effect of the NN repulsion, which corresponds to the z-component AF coupling, S i |0 , where we have used the ordinary bosonic commutation relations of the slave particles b i and h i and the constraint Eq.(3). The standard path integral for the Bose particles with the faithful local constraint guarantees the above hard-core commutation relations.
In most of the later discussions, we consider the halffilling case, which corresponds to the case i S z i = 0 in the spin system. Note that the system described by the Hamiltonian [Eq. (1) ] is closely related to a s = 1/2 AF spin model on the honeycomb lattice by the correspondence such as
where S ± i are the operators that flip a spin at site i. J 1 and J 2 correspond to the NN and NNN spin exchange couplings. For J 1 , J 2 > 0, the NNN coupling generates the frustration whose strength is controlled by the parameter φ for 0 ≤ φ < π. The chemical potential is introduced in the boson system in order to cancel the Zeeman term H Z although we do not show it explicitly. In our previous numerical studies 7, 8, 11 , the results of the MC simulations show that density fluctuation at each lattice site is not large even in the spatially inhomogeneous states like a density-wave state. From this observation, we expect that the following term appears,
where ρ bi (ρ hi ) is the parameter that controls the mean density of boson (hole) at site i, and V 0 (> 0) controls its fluctuation from the mean value ρ bi (ρ hi ). We impose the local constraint such as ρ bi + ρ hi = 1 in the MC simulation. It is expected that the hopping terms in H BH (i.e., H 0 ) enhance homogeneous configurations, and induces terms such as H 1 . In Ref. 11 , we discussed how H 1 [Eq. (6)] appears from the hopping terms in the Hamiltonian and the rough estimation of the parameter V 0 gives
However, the precise value of V 0 depends on the dynamics of the phase degrees of freedom of the slave particles 11 . Then in the present work, we put typical values for V 0 and verify the stability of the numerical results 12 . We explicitly add this term to the Hamiltonian and consider the system H T = H BH + H 1 . The existence of H 1 is very useful for study of the quantum many-particle systems by the path-integral MC simulation.
The model H T is studied by the path-integral methods 11 . To this end, we introduce the coherent states for the slave particles as follows,
where δρ bi (δρ hi ) is the quantum fluctuation of the density around the mean value ρ bi (ρ hi ) at site i and θ bi (θ hi ) is the phase degrees of freedom. In the path-integral representation of the partition function Z, the action contains the imaginary terms like dτφ i (τ )∂ τ ϕ i (τ ), wherē ϕ i stands for the coherent field of b † i (h † i ) and τ is the imaginary time, i.e.,
where H T is expressed by the slave particles and the above path integral is calculated under the constraint Eq.(3). For the existence H 1 , we separate the pathintegral variables b i and h i as Eq. (7) and we integrate out the fluctuations δρ bi and δρ hi . However, there exists the constraint such as δρ bi + δρ hi = 0 on performing the path-integral over δρ bi and δρ hi . This constraint can be readily incorporated by using a Lagrange multiplier λ i ,
The variables δρ bi and δρ hi also appear in H 0 and H NN , but we ignore them. On integration, linear terms of δρ bi and δρ hi in H BH are absent as we require the minimal energy condition to determine the mean values of ρ bi and ρ hi . Please see the later discussion. As we remarked in the above, quadratic terms of δρ bi and δρ hi in H 0 are partly incorporated in H 1 , although the precise estimation of V 0 is lacking. For the case with V > 0, which is discussed in Sec. VI, the quadratic terms of the density fluctuations in the repulsion term generate spatially nonlocal terms of ∂ τ θ bi and ∂ τ θ hi . We shall ignore these terms in the practical calculation and therefore we may underestimate the phase-ordered states. With this approximation, we have,
where we have ignored the terms like dτ ∂ τ θ bi ( dτ ∂ τ θ hi ) by the periodic boundary condition for the imaginary time. The resultant quantity on the righthand side (RHS) of Eq. (10) is positive-definite, and therefore the numerical study by the MC simulation can be performed without any difficulties. It should be remarked that the Lagrange multiplier λ i in Eq.(10) behaves as a gauge field, i.e., the RHS of Eq. (10) is invariant under the following "gauge transformation",
It is easily shown that all physical quantities are invariant under the above gauge transformation. Finally, we have an effective action S, with which the partition function is given as follows,
where θ i ≡ θ bi − θ hi . As the slave particles always appear in the composite b i h † i , the symmetric degrees of freedom θ i ≡ θ bi + θ hi decouple, except the first kinetic term of the action S including ∂ τ θ bi and ∂ τ θ hi .
III. EXTENDED MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION
In the previous section, the effective action S was derived. For the MC simulation, we introduce a lattice in the imaginary-time τ -direction with the lattice spacing ∆τ . In order to impose the local constraint Eq.(3), ρ bi + ρ hi = 1, we parameterize ρ bi and ρ hi as
, where χ i,ℓ is angle variable and (i, ℓ) denotes site in a stacked honeycomb lattice (ℓ is imaginary-time index). Thus, the effective action S becomes a kind of 3D XY model defined on the space-time lattice, whereas its coefficients depend on the variational parameters {(ρ bi,ℓ , ρ hi,ℓ )}. The lattice action and partition function of the lattice model are given as follows:
where N τ is the linear system size of the τ -direction and is related to the temperature (T ) as N τ ∆τ = 1/(k B T ), and all variables are periodic in the τ -direction. It should be remarked here that ∆τ is nothing but the inverse temperature and by changing ∆τ , T is controlled. The last term in Eq. (14) comes from the change of variables from (ρ bi,ℓ , ρ hi,ℓ ) to χ i,ℓ . As we explained above, as the physical (original) particle a i is the composite of b i and h † i [Eq. (2)], the effective model is invariant under a local gauge transformation such as (
where α i,ℓ is an arbitrary parameter (α i,Nτ +1 = α i,1 ). It seems that the "gauge field" λ i,ℓ can be eliminated by the gauge fixing, but this is not the case. After the gauge fixing, there remains one degrees of freedom per site i, i.e., so-called zero mode, Nτ ℓ=1 λ i,ℓ . In the MC simulation, we remain the gauge field λ i,ℓ=1 as MC variables whereas we put the others λ i,ℓ =1 = 0.
The effective action in the path-integral formalism includes both the variational parameters {(ρ bi,ℓ , ρ hi,ℓ )}(→ {χ i,ℓ }) and the dynamical phase variables, {θ bi } and {θ hi }. We determines the variational variables {(ρ bi,ℓ , ρ hi,ℓ )} by the minimum-energy condition by using MC methods. In the practical calculation of Eq. (14), we treat {(ρ bi,ℓ , ρ hi,ℓ )} as slow variables in the MC localupdate, keeping the mean densities constant. As the effective action S L in Eq. (14) is real and bounded from below, there exist no difficulties in performing MC simulations. In the following sections, we shall show the numerical results and discuss the physical meaning of them.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR
In this section and subsequent sections, we shall show the results obtained by the MC simulation. The effective model is defined by Eq. (14) and we employ the standard Metropolis algorithm with the local updates 13 . For the local update of the phase degrees of freedom θ, random variables ∆θ used for generating a candidate of a new variable θ new = θ old + ∆θ was chosen in the range |∆θ| ≤ π/6. Furthermore in this study, the local average densities are also variational parameters and are parameterized by the angle variables {χ i,ℓ }. Since the local average densities are slow variables, the range of random variables ∆χ i,ℓ are restricted as |∆χ i,ℓ | ≤ π/60. The typical sweep for the thermalization is 100 000 and for the measurement is (40 000)×(10 samples). The typical acceptance ratio was 40%∼50%, and errors were estimated from 10 samples by the jackknife method 14 . 
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A. Low-temperature phase diagrams
We first show the phase diagrams as a function of the dimensionless parameter J 2 /J 1 for the case of V = φ = 0 15 . In the practical calculation, we put J 1 = 10 and ∆τ = 1. See Fig. 1 for the phase diagrams for V 0 = 5 and V 0 = 0.5. For the case of the system size (L x , L y ) = (3, 4) and N τ = 8, there are four phases, i.e., AF, BM, collinear (CL), and 120 o -order state. There exist no qualitative differences between the phase diagrams of the V 0 = 5 and V 0 = 0.5 cases. To clarify the phase diagrams, we calculated various physical quantities. Phase boundaries were determined by calculating the "internal energy" E and the "specific heat" C, which are defined as
where N = N τ N 2D is the total number of sites in the stacked honeycomb lattice and we employ the periodic boundary condition. We also calculate correlation functions on the honeycomb lattice in the x, y, and x + y directions (see Fig. 3 ), which are defined as follows,
where the site i + r denotes the sites with distance r from the site i in the x, y and x + y directions in the honeycomb lattice, respectively. For the phases except the BM, the order parameter, a i , has a coherent phase, as shown by the calculated correlation functions. Spin (phase of a i = θ i ) configurations for the phases in the phase diagram in Fig. 1 are depicted in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , we identified the AF, CL, and 120 o -order phase. As we show shortly for a larger system, the BM has only a short-range correlation of a i .
There are results of the exact diagonalization for the system with the size (L x , L y ) = (3, 4) (N 2D = 24). Qualitatively the same phase diagram with those in Fig. 1 As the system has the strong frustrations for the case of φ = 0, it is important to see if the phase diagram depends on the system size. In order to see this, we studied the system with (L x , L y ) = (6, 6) . No exact diaganalization results are available for this system size. Obtained phase diagrams are shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with the previous result of (L x , L y ) = (3, 4), there are additional phases whose spin (i.e., phase θ i ) configuration cannot be depicted globally.
Calculations of the specific heat used to obtain the phase diagrams in Figs. 1 and 4 are shown in Fig. 5 . As the system size is getting larger, not only the peaks of C get sharper but also other peaks appear. Compared with systems without frustrations studied in previous works, the specific heat C has very strong system-size dependence in the present case.
To identify the phases, we calculated the correlation functions in Eq. (16) . The results are shown in Fig. 6 . We verified that all the numerical results are quite stable even for the unidentified phases in the phase diagram in Fig. 4 . Phases (a), (c) and (d) are the AF, CL and 120 o phases, respectively, and the phase (b) is the BM without long-range correlations. The calculation of the specific heat indicates the existence of the phases (e) and (f). The phase (e) and (f) have rather clear spin correlations as shown in Fig. 6 , but it is difficult to depict global configurations of the phase of a i .
It is sometimes useful to see the particle density in the wave-vector space, which is defined as,
where r i and r j are lattice vectors corresponding to sites i and j of the honeycomb lattice, respectively. We show the calculations of n(k) in Fig. 7 . In the AF, CL and 120 o -order phases, particles condensate at some specific momenta consistent with the correlation function, whereas in the BM no clear pattern can be seen. On the other hand for the phases (e) and (f), the particle density has moderate but rather clear peaks at three spots although their locations are incommensurate with the Brillouin zone. o -order state, and (e) and (f) are phases whose existence is indicated by the calculation of the specific heat. It is quite interesting to see if the BM is gapless or gapful. To study this problem, we notice that a change of the parameter ∆τ corresponds to a change of the system temperature T . From this fact, we can measure the Tdependence of the specific heat C. Furthermore, if signals of phase transition do not appear as T is increased, we conclude that the BM has no LROs. o -order phase, whereas there is no signal of the phase transition for the BM. This result indicates that the BM does not have any long-range orders. CT for the AF and the 120 o -order phase approaches to a constant close to unity at low T limit. V0 = 5.
In this section, we shall study finite-T effects on the phases observed in the previous subsection 16 . In particular, it is interesting to see if a phase transition takes place or not in the BM, i.e., the existence of a finite-T phase transition means that the BM phase has a certain order at low (vanishing) T , or vice versa. On the other hand, we expect that a finite-T phase transition takes place at a certain critical T c for the AF and 120 o -order states. As we explained previously, N τ ∆τ = 1/(k B T ), and therefore a decrease of ∆τ corresponds to an increase of T . The finite-T system is described by the effective action S L in Eq. (14) with ∆τ < 1. It should be remarked here that the present numerical parameters such as J 1 ∆τ = 10 and N τ = 8 corresponds to k B T = J 1 /80, which means a very low T . We study the system with the lattice size (L x , L y ) = (6, 6), and focus on the AF, BM, and 120 oorder state.
Numerical result of the thermal specific heat C T is given in Fig. 8 , where the thermal specific heat C T is defined as follows,
It is obvious that C T exhibits a sharp peak for the AF and 120 o -order state, whereas no peaks for the BM. This result means that the BM does not have any long-range orders. We verified that the orders of the AF and 120 oorder state are destroyed at T c identified by C T . At low T < T c (∆τ > ∆τ c ), C T for the AF and 120 oorder state has a constant value close to unity. This behavior indicates that a stable quasi-excitation exists that is nothing but a Nambu-Goldstone mode appearing as a result of the spontaneous U(1) symmetry breaking. On the other hand for the BM, C T increases as T decreases. This implies that excitations in the BM are not simple gapless quasi-particles and a strongly-correlated (strongly-frustrated) state forms in the BM.
V. PHASE DIAGRAM IN (J2/J1-φ) PLANE
In this section, we study the phase diagram of the BHHM with nonvanishing φ (the phase of the NN hopping), whereas we keep the NN repulsion V = 0. As the case of φ = 0 is the most frustrated system, it is expected that turning on φ makes the system more tractable and stabilizes the ground-state. There are two possible ways to introduce the phase φ ij in the NN hopping as depicted in Fig. 9 , one of which is called original Haldane model and the other is called modified Haldane model 17 . As we show, these two models can have different phase diagrams as in the ferromagnetic NN coupling cases studied in the previous paper 8 . By using the same extended MC simulations, we obtained the phase diagrams of the original and modified BHHMs as in Fig. 10 . Even for very small φ, the phase boundaries are obtained rather clearly. Calculations of the internal energy and specific heat indicate that the phase transition AF ↔ 120 o -order state is of first order, whereas both AF ↔ BM and 120 o ↔ BM transitions are continuous ones. This result again implies that the BM does not have any long-range orders. In the experimental set up to realize the Bose-Haldane model on the honeycomb lattice, it is expected that the value of φ can be a controllable parameter. Careful study on the phase diagram by experiments may shed light on the physical properties of the phases with φ = 0 and related AF magnets on the honeycomb lattice.
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In the phase diagram of the modified BHHM, there appears another ordered phase that we call k = (−π/ √ 3, 0) phase. Details are shown in Fig. 11 . Phase closely related to this was recently observed for a frustrated Heisenberg model on the honeycomb lattice 18 . In the present case, the reduction of the frustration by a finite φ makes this phase stable for a rather large region of the phase diagram. Angles between the NN spins and also NNN spins are either π/2 or π. The particle distribution functions n(k) in Fig. 7(e) and Fig. 11(c) indicate that the phase in Fig. 7 (e) and the k = (−π/ √ 3, 0) phase have some similarity although there exists a phase boundary between them as shown in the phase diagram of Fig. 10 .
VI. PHASE DIAGRAM WITH NN INTERACTION
In this section, we study the system in which the NN interaction H NN in Eq. (1) exists 19 . As mentioned previously, this term corresponds to the AF-spin coupling in the z-component such as
The previous study on some related models shows that the inclusion of the NN interaction H NN makes the system stable as the frustration in the XY component is weakened by the existence of this term 8 . For sufficiently large V , it is expected that the charge-density order appears, which corresponds to the AF order in the z-component of spin.
We investigated the system with φ = 0 and V > 0 by the extended MC simulations as before and obtained the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 12 . The system is at half filling with µ/V = 1.5, i.e., i S z i = 0, and we put J 1 = 10 and ∆τ = 1 as before. For small J 2 and φ, the BM still exists as in the pure XY case. As V is getting large, the state with the charge-density wave (CDW) forms. The phase transition AF ↔ CDW and 120 o -order state ↔ CDW are both first-order phase transitions, whereas the transition between the BM and CDW is a continuous one. The internal energy E and specific heat C are shown in Fig. 13 . At the AF ↔ CDW phase transition, E exhibits a step-wise behavior although hysteresis is not observed. At the critical point, C has a very large and steep peak. On the other hand, C shows a step-wise behavior at the BM ↔ CDW transition. Although C has no sharp peak, this anomalous behavior of C indicates that a secondorder phase transition or a crossover takes place between the BM and CDW. Again, this result indicates that there are no LROs in the BM.
For the AF XY spin model on the honeycomb lattice of the cylinder geometry, the density-matrix renormalization group study showed that in the intermediate parameter region of J 2 /J 1 , unexpected AF order in the zdirection forms 20 . In the present study on the hard-core BHHM, the above parameter region corresponds to the BM in Fig. 12 (a) with V, φ ∼ 0. We measured the density correlation in the BM near the phase boundary to the CDW and found a short-range correlation as it is expected. Then, it is interesting to study the BHHM on the honeycomb lattice of the cylinder geometry and to see if such a density order persists in the deep BM region. This problem will be studied and results will be published in the near future.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the hard-core BHHM in which the frustration caused by the NN and NNN hoppings exists. Strength of the frustration is controlled by the phase φ of the NNN hopping. This model is closely related with the spin-1/2 AF magnets and it is expected that a state without any long-range orders exists in a moderate parameter region of the phase diagram.
We first considered the case with φ = 0 and the vanishing NN repulsion, i.e., the most frustrated case. The extended MC simulation shows that the AF, CL and 120 o -order state form as the NNN amplitude increases, while there appears the state that we call the BM between the AF and CL. Correlation functions and the or- der of the phase transition indicate that the BM has no LROs. We also studied the finite-T phase diagram and found that no transitions take place from the BM as T is increased. Therefore we concluded that the BM is a featureless state. On the other hand, all the above mentioned ordered states transit to disordered states through the second-order phase transitions.
Results of the MC simulations show a strong systemsize dependence of the phase diagram. The results for the (L x , L y ) = (3, 4) system (a small system) are in good agreement with the results obtained by the exact diagonalization for the same system size 9 . On the other hand, the larger system with (L x , L y ) = (6, 6) has a slightly different phase diagram in which additional unidentified phases appear. Investigation of these states is a future problem. [No results of the exact diagonalization are available for the (L x , L y ) = (6, 6) case.]
Next we studied the phase diagram in the (J 2 /J 1 − φ) plane. There are two types of the BHHM named the original and modified BHHMs, respectively. As increasing the value of φ, stable states and phase boundaries appear. Besides the ordered states in the φ = 0 case, there appear another ordered state that we call k = (−π/ √ 3, 0) state. Finally, we examined the effect of the NN repulsion. Inclusion of the NN repulsion, which corresponds to the AF coupling V i,j S z i S z j , stabilizes the frustration. As V is increased, the CDW forms that corresponds to the Ising-type AF configuration in the z-component.
We obtained the "multi-dimensional phase diagram" in this work. The result suggests feasible experiments that quantum simulate the BHHM with cold atomic gases on the optical lattice. We expect that these quantum simulation clarifies the physical nature of the BM as well as the unidentified states observed in this study. This must shed light on the physical nature of the spin liquid in the AF magnets on the honeycomb lattice.
Finally, recently some related spin and boson models were analytically studied by using the Chern-Simon gauge theory. There, dynamical variables are described by using fermions and various phase diagrams were obtained 21 . It is interesting and also important to extend the present numerical study to these models and clarify the relationship to the fermionic degrees of freedom.
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